Anatomic differences after robotic-assisted radical prostatectomy and open prostatectomy: implications for radiation field design.
To investigate the anatomy of the pelvis following robotic-assisted radical prostatectomy (RARP) compared to the anatomy of the pelvis following open prostatectomy (OP), and to determine if postoperative radiation field design should take surgical approach into consideration. This report is a retrospective review of the postoperative pelvic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans for all OP patients (10) and all RARP patients (15) who presented consecutively to the radiation oncology clinic and subsequently underwent MRI scanning between January 2007 and December 2008. All patients who presented are included in the study. We measured 13 distinct anatomic distances, and we used t tests to examine mean differences in each of the parameters between RARP and OP and analysis of variance to examine mean differences controlling for length of follow-up MRI postsurgery (in days) and body mass index as covariates. Of the measurements, we found that the superior levator separation is statistically significantly greater in the post-RARP group than in the post-OP group (P < .01). Similarly, the post-RARP group had a greater mean resection defect measurement (P = .01) as measured by a larger width of the bladder infundibulum. This suggests that the size of trigonal musculature defect is more pronounced after RARP. The total urethral length was statistically significantly longer in the RARP group (P = .03). The vesicorectal distance was variable depending on the location along the rectal wall but trended toward larger separation in the post-RARP group (P = .05). The pelvic anatomy after RARP is considerably different from that after OP. The current standard field design for post-prostatectomy radiation is defined by the post-OP pelvis. Our data support that the clinical target volume borders be expanded posteriorly and laterally in men who have undergone RARP. As RARP continues to become a more widespread surgical option for the management of localized prostate cancer, radiation field design may need to be adjusted.